
Stamped Designs January Christmas Class 

 
 
Peace Card 

1. Layer the small ivory square to the tan square.  Attach to the larger ivory piece as 
shown.  Attach the gold peace die cut at the bottom on ivory piece with wet glue.  Trim 
off the excess on the sides of the ivory. 

2. Layer the ivory piece to the green piece, then to the red piece and then to the front of 
the base card. 

3. Remove the red crystal from the acetate and attach to the tip of the deer’s nose. 
4. Place one small glue dot onto the deer in the neck area.  Attach the brown sprig and the 

2 green pieces by sticking them to the glue dot.  Apply a second glue dot on top and 
attach the red bow. 

 
Christmas Wishes Card 

1. Layer the shiny gold piece to the green base card with regular adhesive. 
2. Attach the Christmas Wishes die cut to the ivory piece as shown with wet glue. 
3. Apply foam dots to the back of the ivory piece and center and attach to the gold piece 

on the card. 
4. Roll the small glue dot in half and attach to the neck area of gold mirror cardstock then 

attach the red bow. 
 
Merry Christmas Card 

1. Carefully trim the “wishes” away from the Christmas in the brown die cut.  It is attached 
in 3 places.  Cut carefully.  Fishtail cut the ends of the ivory piece with the “merry” on it. 

2. Layer the ivory piece to the red piece and to the front of the base card.   
3. Position the pieces WITHOUT adhesive first to get the spacing correct.  Then place one 

small glue dot about where the deer butt is.  Attach the green pine pieces.  Attach the 
red piece with wet glue on top. 

4. Attach the merry piece with 2 small foam dots, the attach the deer with foam dots so 
the feet are just over the edge. 

5. Attach the Christmas piece with wet glue. 
 
 


